Stock Market Listing Changed
to the Second Section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange

Today we are pleased to announce that GMO Pepabo, Inc. (the Company) has changed the listing of its shares from the JASDAQ (Standard) market to the Second Section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange.

On this occasion, we would like to express our sincere gratitude to our shareholders, customers, and stakeholders for their ongoing support.

GMO Pepabo interacts with its shareholders, users, and all other stakeholders related to the Company with an attitude that is honest, and operates many services and businesses to help individuals engage in various activities to express themselves under its corporate philosophy of “Make it more playful.”

Today the Company has changed the listing of its shares from the JASDAQ (Standard) market to the Second Section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange. GMO Pepabo will use this as an opportunity to work on growing the business, increasing profitability, and fulfilling its social responsibility, striving to be trusted by stakeholders and working hard to further expand as a highly valued company.

We would be honored to have your continued support.